
Answer the questions. 

1. Is the vowel sound in the word vein long or short?  ____________________

2. Which word ends in silent consonants?  ____________________

3. How many syllables are in the word stationary?  ____________________

4. Which homophone uses the letter s to make the /z/ sound?  ____________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. goes well together with; completes something  ____________________

6. type of marketplace   ____________________

7. items used for writing, such as paper and pens   ____________________

8. object of worship, devotion, or adoration   ____________________

Fill in the missing letters to complete the spelling word.

9.  __ a p __ t __ l  hint: a building where legislators meet

10.  s h __ __ r  hint: to cut away

11.  v i __ __  hint: disgusting; wicked

12.  c __ m __ l __ m __ n t  hint: praise, or the act thereof
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core
corps
vile
vial
stationary
stationery
bizarre

   bazaar
   sheer
   shear
   vain
   vein
   idol
   idle

compliment
complement
capital
capitol
grizzly
grisly

Spelling Words Review Words

permitted
resembling
knotting

kernel
colonel 

Challenge Words
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  The park ranger warned that a _______________________ bear had been spotted in the area.

14.  Tatiana’s cat made a noise so _______________________ that she didn’t think it came from  
  an animal at all!

15.  My aunt is so _______________________ that she won’t leave the house without makeup on.

16.  Valentino’s doctor needed a _______________________ of his blood to run a few tests.

17.  Letting a car _______________________ for too long is bad for its engine.

18.  The _______________________ beauty of the northern lights left Matteo speechless.

19.  Addressing the real _______________________ of the issue for many social problems is difficult.

20.  Hadassah can name every state _______________________ off the top of her head!

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which review word lost a letter when it gained its  
  inflectional ending?   __________________________

22.  Which review word has a silent consonant?   __________________________

23.  Which review word has an r-controlled vowel?   __________________________

24.  Which challenge word has a silent consonant?   __________________________

25.  Which challenge word uses three letters to make each syllable?   __________________________

core
bizarre

vial
capital

grizzly
sheer

idle
vain 
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Answer the questions. 

1. Is the vowel sound in the word vein long or short?  ____________________

2. Which word ends in silent consonants?  ____________________

3. How many syllables are in the word stationary?  ____________________

4. Which homophone uses the letter s to make the /z/ sound?  ____________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. goes well together with; completes something  ____________________

6. type of marketplace   ____________________

7. items used for writing, such as paper and pens   ____________________

8. object of worship, devotion, or adoration   ____________________

Fill in the missing letters to complete the spelling word.

9.  __ a p __ t __ l  hint: a building where legislators meet

10.  s h __ __ r  hint: to cut away

11.  v i __ __  hint: disgusting; wicked

12.  c __ m __ l __ m __ n t  hint: praise, or the act thereof
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 c       i   o

     e a

     l e

   o    p  i     e

long

corps

four

grisly

complement

bazaar

stationery

idol
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stationary
stationery
bizarre

   bazaar
   sheer
   shear
   vain
   vein
   idol
   idle

compliment
complement
capital
capitol
grizzly
grisly
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  The park ranger warned that a _______________________ bear had been spotted in the area.

14.  Tatiana’s cat made a noise so _______________________ that she didn’t think it came from  
  an animal at all!

15.  My aunt is so _______________________ that she won’t leave the house without makeup on.

16.  Valentino’s doctor needed a _______________________ of his blood to run a few tests.

17.  Letting a car _______________________ for too long is bad for its engine.

18.  The _______________________ beauty of the northern lights left Matteo speechless.

19.  Addressing the real _______________________ of the issue for many social problems is difficult.

20.  Hadassah can name every state _______________________ off the top of her head!

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which review word lost a letter when it gained its  
  inflectional ending?   __________________________

22.  Which review word has a silent consonant?   __________________________

23.  Which review word has an r-controlled vowel?   __________________________

24.  Which challenge word has a silent consonant?   __________________________

25.  Which challenge word uses three letters to make each syllable?   __________________________
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ANSWER KEY

resembling

knotting

permitted

colonel

kernel

grizzly

bizarre

vain

vial

idle

sheer

core

capital
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core
bizarre

vial
capital

grizzly
sheer

idle
vain 


